LIAISON STATEMENT

For action to: IETF MPLS WG

Approval: Agreed to by Question 9/15 (by correspondence)

Deadline: 30 April 2010

Contact:

Ghani Abbas
Ericsson,
Coventry, UK
Tel. +44 7710 370 367
Email: Ghani.Abbas@ericsson.com

Huub van Helvoort
Huawei Technologies Ltd.
PR China
Tel: +31 649248936
Email: hhelvoort@huawei.com

Thank you for your liaison statement (ref # 012.01) requesting an early review by the ITU-T of the MPLS-TP survivability framework draft.

The experts of Q.9/15 have reviewed draft-ietf-mpls-tp-survive-fwk-02.txt by correspondence and have some comments and proposed changes shown in the attached marked up draft. These proposals reflect the consensus view of the experts.

Due to the large number of comments Q9/15 experts made we request to have an opportunity to review the updated draft before it goes for WG LC in the IETF process.

See attachment OLS-112att